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i love this plugin! i have used it
to add to wp job manager the
add a new job, add a simple

link, and add a form. there is a
ton of customization you can
do with the fields. the support

is outstanding! this plugin is an
absolute must-have for wp job
manager. it works perfectly! i

really like the one click
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upgrade to all fields, and the
custom fields are exactly what

i need. i love the javascript
validation, and i love how the
fields look. great work! great

plugin! i needed a simple
solution for our clients to add a
form to their wp job manager. i

was able to have it added
within 5 minutes. the

developer was very responsive
in terms of email support and

updating the plugin. would
recommend to anyone looking

to make quick changes or
modify an existing form. this is
such a useful plugin for getting

the most out of wp job
manager. it is very simple to

use and does exactly what it is
supposed to. i have used it on
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a number of my clients sites
and i recommend it to anyone
wanting to add a form to their
site. it has been a great help
for me to have this plug in to

use on all of the sites i manage
for my clients. it is the perfect
solution for adding a simple

form to my wp job manager. i
really like the way it looks, the

conditional fields, and
especially how responsive the

developer was in answering my
questions. if you are working
with wordpress and want to
add a form to your wp job

manager, i strongly
recommend this plugin. this

plugin is a must-have for me. i
have a niche website and i

need to create job listings. this
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plugin creates a form that
allows a user to create a job

listing using the wp job
manager interface. it works

very well and i recommend it
to anyone interested in this

topic.
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ok, i have now purchased all of
myles plugins and am beyond
impressed. development, and

learning, continues as i explore
the depth of these excellent
plugins. i highly recommend
this and all other plugins by
myles. wordpress + wp job
manager + myles plugins =

everything you need to set up /
manage a job site. this plugin

is by far top of my list. together
with search and filtering they
make a very powerful combo.

39$ its a damn steal! awesome
plugin!!! having been a php

and wp developer since 2005,
im no stranger to php code. i
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thought how much could this
really benefit me ive had about

3 weeks to work with the
plugin, and i have to say im
blown away. not having to

think about that $fields array
for the front end; then the back
end array; and then the display

function for each field, an
investment of 80 bucks has
saved me $100s of dollars in
time. it makes custom field

management effortless,
allowing me to focus on billable
time rather than tweaking php
code. look forward to getting to
know more about and investing

in your other work. solutions
this great definitely need

support. please keep up the
great work! having been a php
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